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“Like  an  unchecked  cancer,  hate  corrodes  the
personality and eats away its vital unity. Hate
destroys  a  man’s  sense  of  values  and  his
objectivity.  It  causes  him  to  describe  the
beautiful as ugly and the ugly as beautiful, and
to confuse the true with the false and the false
with the true.”

~ Martin Luther King, Jr. (1963). “Strength to
Love”

 

There is screaming, gnashing of teeth, rudeness, ugliness,
violence, destruction, and hatred as far as the eye can see.
And it is all in the name of ‘justice?’ I think not. We live
in a world of bastardized language and slogans. Now the term
“social justice” is being slung around like so much hash on
the grill. It is insane. It seems much of the population is in
the midst of constant virtue signaling, and this fake moral
superiority complex is absolutely insincere and sickening.

The insincerity and absolute stupidity of these people belies
logic, and those that accept and allow this nonsense can be
more harmful simply due to their passive behavior and silence.
This idiocy seems to have now consumed every sport, as Black
Lives  Matter  (BLM)  posters,  signs,  banners,  and  clothing
abound, and fake solidarity for a cause that does not exist
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continues to swell out of control. Entire sports teams take
the  day  off  as  a  faux  stance  for  social  justice.  While
allegedly  stumping  for  ‘justice,’  others  in  the  Marxist,
fascist,  and  racist  BLM  and  Antifa  movements  beat  down
innocents that are either the wrong color or won’t submit to
crowd  pressure.  They  participate  in  and  support  criminal
violence, property destruction, hatred, assault, and murder
while  claiming  to  protect  victims.  This  is  psychopathic
behavior, and those that participate or support this behavior
are the real racists. Sure, black lives matter, but no more
than any other life. Just identifying color as any reasoning
for violence is itself an extreme form of racism.

And  of  course  there  are  the  insane  and  unimaginable
contradictions portrayed by white people. The most absurd are
white people calling for the killing of all white people in
the name of “black lives matter.” How does this work? Why have
they not been killed or killed themselves? If a white person
actually thought that being white should be a death sentence,
would they not have to commit suicide in order to prove that
they  felt  solidarity  with  the  cause?  What  about  white
football, basketball, or baseball players bowing down to their
black teammates while sporting BLM shirts? Should they not
wear white lives matter shirts? Should everyone wear a shirt
that describes the color of their skin, or is that a privilege
only  reserved  for  black  people?  What  about  brown  people,
yellow people, tan people, and red people? Do they get a
shirt? Maybe those “woke” frauds in sports, like LeBron James,
should wear a shirt with his multi-million dollar salary on
it.  Of  course,  most  would  then  quickly  think  twice  about
supporting his victimhood, as it is difficult to feel sorry
for someone bouncing a ball for $38,000,000 per year, and
driving  three  Ferraris,  a  Rolls  Royce,  a  Maybach  57,  a
Lamborghini, a Bentley, and many others. He must really feel
terrible about his plight of being black.

Real racism certainly does exist, but mostly, it is all these



groups claiming that everyone is racist that are the real
racists among us. The police standing down while this low life
scum  are  destroying  entire  cities  and  terrorizing  the
residents are practicing extreme racism. All the politicians
lauding  these  looters  they  call  protesters  are  practicing
racism. Any black people that think only black lives matter
are racists. White posers hiding under their hoods calling
themselves Antifa are racists.

All this division was structured and planned, and now it seems
to be all against all. So long as that hate continues, the top
tier controllers will be able to drive the economy into the
ground, while taking total control over the divided masses.
That  is  what  is  really  going  on,  but  most  are  now  too
ignorant, indifferent, or worthless to see it.
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